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1.
C:

Did the original virus infect the humanoids within three decades of their creation before
the genetic upgrade was made?
Post upgrades, plural

2.
C:

Did the meteor arrive on earth before the creation of humanoids of after?
Post upgrades, plural.

3.

Did the ETs destroy all the humanoids and animals which were infected by the original
virus? How many humanoids had to be eliminated?
None were harmed, neither animals not humanoid nor humans.

C.
4.
C:

Why couldn't the ETs create a vaccine instead?
This would have severely harmed the immune system development ability. Humans are
doing this to one another again today, with excessive use of antibiotics.

5.
C:

When will the next round of corona virus infection / pandemic occur?
This cannot be discussed. Your question assumes another bout will flare up, to which we
repeat this cannot be discussed. Human will, decision and behavior would be
compromised in order for us to provide this date or range of them.

6.

Will the economic effects resulting from the corona virus pandemic result in or
contribute to the worldwide economic slowdown?
Only temporarily. Humans enjoy excitement, just ask any executive of a major news or
media company. This occurrence is extending the addiction or at least habit in the nonaddicted.

C:

7.
C:

8.

C:

Is consumption of Vitamin C in large quantities not recommended for those not exposed
to Corona Virus....for example, say, to prevent normal seasonal influenza?
Ascorbic acid will acidify the metabolism to the extent the virus cannot multiply, so it
expires at the natural end of its lifespan, un-replaced. If the initial introduction occurs in
an organism with a sufficiently acidic metabolism, it will struggle to gain foothold, fail
and no symptoms of the sickness will emerge.
In general (not related to the corona infection) many people recommend "alkalizing" the
body by taking foods which change the pH to alkaline. Should we indeed do so even if
our bodies are naturally acidic? Is an acidic body susceptible to more diseases and
inflammation than an alkaline one?
Alkalinity or acidity outside the range a disease prefers generally prevents and can cure
patients. Many factors are involved, not simply the potential of hydrogen.

